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The Square to Square Swing e-book outlines a simple way to swing the club that produces solid

contact, a forward low point, and consistent results. Each chapter is loaded with pictures to show

the reader the exact positions needed to make the Square to Square Swing. Each chapter also

includes a video recap helping the reader understand the mechanics. The reader will also find a

page outlining the swing feelings from each chapter.
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Two years ago, I was a 19 handicap and decided I wanted to start playing golf more seriously. My

goal ... to break 80. I went to Sam Goulden and asked him if my goal was attainable and if he could

help me. Today, my index is a 5.8!With less than 5 one-hour lessons (all the information from which,

and more, is contained in this book), Sam proceeded to teach me the square to square swing (also

known as the Stricker swing). With very few moving parts, the swing is extremely repeatable which

makes it attractive to average golfers like myself. Because it is so repeatable, it enables you to start

striking your irons more crisply and with better consistency; which, in turn, builds confidence in your

swing and unclutters your thoughts. We all know that consistency and confidence lead to

results.Now, instead of paying for brush-up lessons or when I have a bad round, I turn to this book

for the answers. I often read pertinent parts of it before I practice. This may seem oversimplified,



and it's true that I have spent hours upon hours at the range honing my skills and trying to master

the square to square swing, but it is also true that you can learn the swing mechanics in this easy to

understand instructional book and translate those things to your own swing/game.Bottom line - this

book is worth every bit of $10!

This book is so simple that some golfers might overlook the gold within it's pages. This theory

actually works and works well. The same day I read the rebook, I played 18 holes and hit the best

iron shots I have ever hit. I highly recommend adopting it's principles and watching your golf

improve.Thank you very much Sam for sharing this information.

Okay, as a 50 year old golfer playing over 25 years, I think I have tried and read most philosophies

on the golf swing. I have been a 20 handicap for years, have taken a few lessons, but could not put

in the serious time it takes to get consistently better. I have felt what it is like to compress the ball,

but could not replicate it with consistency. I saw Sam's video, downloaded the Kindle book, and

decided to give it a try...why not, tried everything else.I have swung the club with a strong grip

before, but not with Sam's method. I liked the idea of not having to worry about wrist cock, getting

the turn under my chin, or all the other things I have read to get the ball to compress. All I did was

take the strong grip, rotate my body, and swing. All I have to say is OMG!!!! Within 10 minutes I was

compressing the ball consistently!!! You know you are doing it right when you feel like the ball is

following you after the swing. I was hitting long, consistent shots one right after the other. I don't

know if it was easy for me to pick up because of my many years of swinging the club, but it clicked

right away.Even with the driver, the swing felt strong and the long down the fairway. I will be using

this swing going forward.

I watched many of the youtube videos before buying the book from Sam's website. It is cheaper for

the Kindle version at . I don't mind paying a few extra dollars because the information is fantastic. I

am hitting the ball much better with all of my clubs. Your iron play will denitely improve but with a

little practice so will your driver and fairway woods / hybrids. Swinging the way Sam describes

eliminates many variables that make playing consistent golf very difficult. Like others have

commented, I too have taken many lessons over the years with varying degrees of success. The

most important thing in golf is consistancy and that is what this swing will give you. Hitting the ball

square and flush, taking a nice divot, will give you better trajectory and distance. For $10 this book

is a great deal. Watch the video links at the end of each chapter. Rer-ead and practice as needed.



You will see improvement!!

PROS-Easy swing to take from book to the course/range-I noticed immediate improvement -Very

well written and easy to understand-No more swing thoughts that only work temporarilyCONS-.......

cricket....-........cricket.........

Sam's instructions are clear, and the book comes with a youtube video link for each step of the

book. He has also provided a link for online feedback and discussion. His Square-to-Square swing

is different, and better, than other similar swings I have seen. He gets his inspiration for the swing

from watching Steve Stricker. Recommend it to anyone trying to get more control.

I liked this ebook - clear text and integrated links to YouTube videos for each chapter.Sam is a

young golfer who explains a simple swing similar to that of Doug Tewell and Don Trahan (Google

them for more information).I've struggled with golf and the simplicity of this swing is very appealing.

I'm still practicing on the driving range but it seems very promising.

Great e-book. Especially for those of us who are getting older and don't have the flexibility we once

did. Very straight forward and simple to use. I may have lost a little distance but every shot now

stays in the fairway, that being said my handicap dropped from a 16 to a 12 just because everything

goes straight with nice loft. Get it and Hit it.
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